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SCHOOL OF HEALTH STUDIES
RESEARCH IMPACT OVERVIEW

ACADEMIC IMPACT:
- 513 Total publications across the School
- 32 Average publications per faculty member
- 2.14x Relative citation impact within the field

BREADTH OF IMPACT:
- 160 Unique research areas citing Health Studies researchers
- 89% Percentage of Health Studies publications that have attracted media attention
- 18 Number of publications that have been mentioned or cited in policy documents

COLLABORATION:
- 585 Students and trainees supervised
- 119 Joint publications with student and trainee authorship
- 9 Joint publications listed among the Top 10% Most Cited Publications in their area, with 2 joint publications among the Top 1%

REPRESENTATION AROUND THE GLOBE:
- 20% Of publications Co-Authored with International Scholars
- 46 Number of countries around the world with SHS Co-Authors.
- 112 Different countries around the world citing Health Studies Research

MAKING OUR WORK VISIBLE:
- 11,683 Number of social media mentions of Health Studies researchers and/or their publications
- 5,309 News mentions of Health Studies researchers and/or their publications
- 51.3% Of Health Studies publications currently available via Open-Access

SCOPE OF WORK: Research Outputs by Theme

BEYOND THE METRICS: Excerpts from Faculty Interviews

"During a follow up interview, I asked a participant in the study 'what was this like for you, being in this program?' And there was this really long pause...then, finally, she said, 'well, you know, I don't want to kill myself anymore'. She was eight."

"You're at the table and you're helping to shape these policies, but it's ultimately the decision makers that are having that impact, right? You're just sort of playing a small role and hoping to have an influence"

"He tripped...and hit his face directly into that flowerpot [made of concrete]...So when I finished the investigation, I sent letters to him, to his family, to owners of the buildings where he lived, and nothing happened for about four years. And then one day I was driving...and I look at the building, and the flowerpots are gone...And I was just like 'this is impact'. So all seniors, all, I don't know six hundred apartments that are in this building, nobody will have that risk anymore."